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HUMILITY



Gupto is cheerful, enjoys classes, games and movies. He likes to play football. He
listens to his elders and is obedient. He enjoys his role in plays and sometimes is
shy while acting.
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General Behaviour



Gupto is unable to read properly and therefore is weak in
memorizing. He enjoyed drawing maps and participated in
practical activities in the class
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Gupto’s reading skill had improved a lot. He likes to
read animal stories. He reads the books slowly. He
completes one book within 3-4 days. On the day he is
interested in reading, he reads the book quickly. He can
now break the words. But if it is a difficult and long
word, he waits for the teacher to tell him. Gupto’s
writing skill is very poor. His spellings are very bad and
he is very slow at writing. He enjoys the grammar. He
can understand grammar but forgets easily. He never
tries to speak in English and he cannot even express his
feelings in English. While doing role play he always tries
to do his best. He shows interest in songs but hesitates
to sing. He finds it difficult to make his own story. It is
very difficult for him to tell a story in his words. He has
developed in spoken English.
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Gupto is good in Hindi and he is very focused in his own work in any topic.
If he finds any difficulties then he asks didi. Now he is Continuing “Bhasha
drishti” class – 4. He has tried to learn all topics in grammar. And he has
tried to attempt Hindi grammar test. He has learnt Verb, noun and
pronoun, gender, singular and plural. But he can’t retain for long.
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Gupto is a hardworking boy. He is a slow learner. His reading,
writing and understanding skills are poor. He likes to write
from the book. Sometimes Gupto can read and write at below
average level, but at other times he lacks interest in any
activity.

HUMILITY

ODIA

Now he is doing concept of division from 4th book. He is
interested in maths. Many times he makes mistakes in
simple calculations. He understands the concept but
forgets. He can’t identify between plane shape and solid
shape. Many times he needs examples and objects to
understand the concept. Now he has remembered
multiplication table till 11 and he can multiply 4 digit
number with three digit number. In measurement, he has
used measurement tape and scale but still he is not clear
about the different units of measurement.
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Gupto is very keen to do painting .He loves water colour or poster
colour. Most of the time he likes to help others. He has good gross
motor skills. He does embroidery with lots of interest. He likes
origami and his creases are reasonable and he can follow
instructions.
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ART & CRAFT

Gupto liked all the animals in the zoo. He was excited to
see the 4d show. He enjoyed playing games and eating
puri in the sea-beach. He also liked the stadium.

TRIP



Gupto’s body has the flexibility and balance and he can do 
different types of yoga postures he likes to play basketball and 
scores many baskets in his group. He did yoga, stilts and 
skating on sports day. 
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GAMES

Gupto likes to dance on folk songs. He has a good rhythmic
sense of dance. He dances in a group but is not
comfortable to do solo performances. In dramas he needs
a lot of guidance in doing actions and learning dialogues.
But he is loud enough while delivering his dialogues. On
the occasion of The Mother’s birthday, he participated in
the drama “Hope for the flower”. He was a caterpillar. On
29th November (Pranjal bhaiya’s birthday) he was a
villager in the play Gopal and Govind.
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